26 February 2020
State Planning Commission
Department of Planning Transport and Infrastructure
GPO Box 1815
ADELAIDE SA 5001
SENT BY EMAIL: DPTI.PlanningReformSubmissions@sa.gov.au

Dear Commissioner and Minister
DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE PHASE 3 – COUNCIL SUBMISSION
Thank you for extending the opportunity to provide feedback on the draft Planning and
Design Code (the Code) - Phase 3 as part of the consultation process. Council considered
this matter at its meeting on 11 February 2020 and resolved to formally provide its key
concerns and recommendations, detailed with explanations, in the attached table for your
consideration, which formalises our submission. These comments follow an earlier letter to
the Minister for Planning from the A/CEO in late 2019, which highlighted particular areas of
concern for interim consideration.
Council Resolution – 11 February 2020
C12443
That Council:
1.

Forward the Planning and Design Code Phase Three submission, contained in
Attachment A to this Report, to the State Planning Commission and Department of
Planning Transport and Infrastructure by 28 February 2020.

2.

Authorise the Chief Executive Officer to make changes, if necessary, to the Planning
and Design Code Submission after its endorsement by Council to include any
subsequently identified errors or technical issues in the draft Planning and Design
Code prior to its submission to the State Planning Commission by 28 February 2020.

3.

Authorise the Chief Executive Officer to make additional submissions, if necessary, to
the State Planning Commission or DPTI subsequent to the Submission closing date on
28 February 2020 as required to address any further identified errors or technical
issues in the draft Planning and Design Code.

4.

Request the Mayor to write to The Hon. Vickie Chapman MP, The Hon. David
Pisoni MP, The Hon. Vincent Tarzia MP, and the Premier and Member for Dunstan,
enclosing a copy of:

Post PO Box 9, Glenside SA 5065

Civic Centre 401 Greenhill Road, Tusmore SA 5065

Phone (08) 8366 4200 Fax (08) 8366 4299 Email
burnside@burnside.sa.gov.au

5.

4.1

the Planning and Design Code Phase Three submission, informing them of our
detailed submission to the Public Consultation for the Draft Planning & Design
Code; and

4.2

the Community information Draft Planning & Design Code

Seek proactive advocacy, on behalf of the residents of the City of Burnside, through
the above correspondence to the Members of Parliament and Cabinet; specifically on
the following major issues for the City:
5.1

the proposed inclusion of some areas of our City into the General
Neighbourhood and Housing Diversity Zones, creating an arbitrary tier system of
residential development within the City;

5.2

ensuring that local variations listed for areas included in the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone are consistent with existing Development Plan standards,
as assured in public statements by the Government;

5.3

the potential for reduced protection for Council’s contributory items and
significant trees in particular under the proposed Code; and

5.4

the proposed change which will allow additional dwellings, two storey buildings
and change of use to non-residential without the need to notify neighbouring
residents.

Overarching key comments
Delay of Implementation
Council has welcomed the Minister for Planning’s deferral of the implementation of this
Phase of the Code. While this is a positive step, Council requests that the Code not be
introduced until:
•

The State Planning Commission and the Department of Planning Transport and
Infrastructure (DPTI) have had sufficient time to consider in detail the submissions
received during the public consultation period for the Code;

•

The ePlanning System is fully operational, free of errors and incorporates the Code in its
entirety; and

•

Councils are further consulted on an amended version of the Code which has been
prepared in response to submissions received during the current consultation period.

Identification of Errors and Omissions
Council has endeavoured to identify framework and policy changes to match what currently
exists in Council’s Development Plan as closely as possible. The attached submission
provides comments and recommendations relating to the draft Code released in October
2019. Due to the complexity of the task, the time available and the inability to view a
complete and fully operational electronic version of the Code, it cannot be guaranteed, that
every error and omission has been identified in this submission. Council again reiterates the
need to see a fully operational version of the Code as it applies to the City of Burnside prior
to implementation of the Code, to ensure that all issues of concern have been addressed.
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Infrastructure Capacity
Council is concerned that the potential rate and intensity of new development will place
existing local infrastructure, especially roads and stormwater systems, under additional
stress, particularly in Adelaide’s older established areas.
Implications of a Generic Code
The intent of the State Planning Reforms to provide one set of state-wide planning rules has
been reflected in the more generic, less specific policy in the draft Code. This has led to the
loss of key content and detail from Burnside’s existing Development Plan. Council requests
that the new Code matches the intent of Burnside’s existing Development Plan, with minimal
variance to existing policy.
Key Recommendations addressed in City of Burnside Submission Table (attached)
include:
All Residential Areas (including Historic Areas)
•
•
•
•
•

Include all current residential policy areas within the City of Burnside in the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone.
Apply Technical and Numeric Variations to all residential areas ensuring that the current
policy which differentiates policy areas is reflected in the Code.
Ensure that all land uses which are currently non-complying in our current residential
areas, are identified as ‘restricted development’ in the new Code.
Retain existing boundary setbacks for new development, particularly at upper levels.
Reflect all current Development Plan policy with respect to notification, including
notification for additional dwellings, two storey development, earthworks where new
dwelling is located 600mm above ground level, and change of use from residential to
non-residential.

Historic Areas
•
•
•
•

Clearly identify current Contributory Items by either a map or list of addresses in the
Historic Area Overlay
Remove any reference to an economic test for demolition (PO.6.1)
Include policy to disallow deliberate neglect as an avenue to achieve demolition.
Include existing Table Bur/1 – Conservation and Development Guidelines for the City of
Burnside

Character Area Overlay
•

Apply Character Area Overlay across locations previously discussed with DPTI to ensure
a more accurate reflection of the intent of Burnside’s existing Residential Zone.

Commercial and Business Area
•

Include additional new zones to enable comparable policy for existing local retail,
commercial and business centres, particularly in older established areas.

Other Non-residential Zones
•
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Provide new zones/subzones for current unmatched zones, e.g. urban viticulture.

Trees and Environment
The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide calls for an increase in tree canopy cover, however,
the draft Code works directly against this by enabling larger developments and the increased
removal of trees on both private and public land. This is likely to result in a reduction in tree
canopy cover, habitat loss and climate resilience, due the increased opportunities for infill
development, reduction in minimum site areas, increased site coverage, reduced boundary
setbacks and an increased number of street crossovers. The Code should be amended to:
•

Include appropriate ‘non-negotiable’ policy to ensure that new development is required to
provide suitable trees and living green infrastructure which will deliver canopy cover and
noticeable microclimatic benefits to the health and wellbeing of neighbourhoods.

•

Include minimum 15% deep soil area requirement for all new developments.

•

Include effective environmental criteria to address biodiversity, habitat, and climate
resilience.

•

Strengthen policy pertaining to protections of Significant and Regulated trees.

•

Reflect current controls for tree-damaging activity, including that “all other reasonable
remedial treatments and measures must first have been determined to be ineffective”

Timeframes and Deemed Consents
•

Reflect current statutory assessment timeframes

•

Remove deemed consents

Minor Variations
•

Provide clear practice directions and definition on what constitutes a “minor variation”.

I trust that you will consider these areas of concern before final implementation of Phase 3 of
the Code. We look forward to continuing to work and partner with the State Government in
the policy transition of our Development Plan to the Code.
If you would like any further information in relation to the City of Burnside’s submission,
please contact Mr Aaron Schroeder, Strategic Projects and Planning Manager on Ph. 8366
4125 or email aschroeder@burnside.sa.gov.au
Yours sincerely

Chris Cowley
Chief Executive Officer
CC: Minister for Planning
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CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

CITY OF BURNSIDE – COMMENTS ON DRAFT P & D CODE
GENERAL COMMENTS
ISSUE

DISCUSSION

RECOMMENDATION / COMMENT

Errors, Omissions
and Timing of
Implementation

-

-

-

-

-

Given the scope of work involved, it is unsurprising that the
consultation draft for Phase 3 contains various
inconsistencies, anomalies, gaps and mapping errors.
It is important that DPTI has sufficient time to get this policy
right, particularly given the emphasis within the PDI Act on
consultation at the policy formulation stage rather than at a
development application level. The proposed timeframe for
the introduction of the Code on 1 July 2020 should not come
at the expense of sound process. Appropriate time,
commensurate with the scale of the task, should be taken to
ensure that the Code is free from errors, following full and
comprehensive consultation, feedback and review.
Important Overlays are still being prepared and both the
Council and the public will require greater opportunity to
assess the implications of what is proposed.
The Council is of the view that the local government sector
and broader community would benefit from the opportunity of
having additional time to assess the implications of this
proposed significant policy reform.

-

-

Identification and
Correction of Errors
and Omissions after
28 February 2020

-

-

-

As highlighted above, the scope of work involved in correctly
translating all Council Development Plans into one Code is
significant.
Given the complexity of the task involved and the limited
timeframe to comprehensively review a document which
DPTI has acknowledged contains errors, there are likely to be
many additional and valid issues, errors and omissions
identified after the closing date for submissions on the Code.
It is important that these matters are also addressed prior to
the implementation of the new Code.
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-

-

Council supports the Planning, Development and
Infrastructure (Commencement of Code) Amendment Bill
2019 to amend the transitional provisions by deleting the
1 July 2020 commencement date and substituting a
“designated date”.
The Code should not be introduced until:
 The State Planning Commission and DPTI have had
sufficient time to consider in detail the submissions
received during the public consultation period for the
Code;
 The ePlanning System is fully operational, free of
errors and incorporates the Code in its entirety; and
 Councils are further consulted on an amended
version of the Code which has been prepared in
response to submissions received during the current
consultation period.
Council has endeavoured to identify framework and
policy changes to match as closely as possible that
which currently exists in Council’s current Development
Plan. However, due to the number of errors and
omissions in the consultation version of the draft Code, it
cannot be guaranteed that every error and omission has
been identified in this submission.
Council reiterates the need to achieve a “like-for-like”
transition of policy to the new Code.
Council seeks clarification around the process,
procedure and opportunity for identification and
correction of errors after the close of consultation on the
draft Code.
It is important that all critical issues and errors are
corrected prior to the implementation of the new Code.
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CITY OF BURNSIDE – COMMENTS ON DRAFT P & D CODE
GENERAL COMMENTS
ISSUE

DISCUSSION

Loss of Local
Variation and Policy

-

-

Infill, growth and
infrastructure
Capacity

-

-

-

RECOMMENDATION / COMMENT

The intent of the State Planning Reforms is to provide one set
of state-wide planning rules for the entire state. In doing so,
there is little recognition of the different and unique way older,
established inner areas of Adelaide have been developed in
comparison to the newer, outer areas of Adelaide.
Many of the new Code Zones and policies which envisage
more intensive and larger scale mixed use development and
are intended to be overlayed over many of the City of
Burnside’s retail and commercial areas which are currently
low scale, low intensity uses in close proximity to low density,
low scale residential areas. A “one-size-fits-all” approach is
not appropriate in many instances.
As discussed further below, there appears to have been a
conscious decision in the draft Code to increase urban infill
across the State without sufficient investigation into the
capacity of the local environment and infrastructure to support
additional growth or the impacts on the surrounding
neighbourhood. This is further supported by the People and
Neighbourhoods Discussion paper which states, “increasing
urban infill and transforming residential neighbourhoods into
vibrant, mixed-use precincts are policy and design intentions
that will continue…”
The conscious decision to increase urban infill and intensity
of land use in many locations throughout Metropolitan
Adelaide without sufficient detailed analysis and investigation
of local conditions would not be acceptable under the current
planning system, particularly for any proposal which
envisages rezoning land to a higher intensity or density.
The potential rate and intensity of new development which
will be facilitated through the proposed Code policies, will
place existing local infrastructure, especially roads and
stormwater systems, under stress, particularly in Adelaide’s
older established areas.
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-

-

-

-

The Code should recognise and reflect existing local
policy, zones and subzones, particularly in relation to
intensity of use, bulk, scale (including floor-area limits),
height and density.
A “one-size-fits-all” approach is inappropriate for older
established inner metropolitan areas and will result in the
loss of valued character.
The Code should include additional zones and relevant
policy which recognises unique variations in established
areas and those localities which are already functioning
successfully and do not need “upscaling” or intensifying.
The State Planning Commission, DPTI and the Minister
of Planning should undertake further investigation,
analysis and review of the cumulative impacts of infill
development in metropolitan Adelaide on both
infrastructure capacity and local neighbourhoods, prior to
the implementation of such substantial changes to the
planning system and development policy framework
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CITY OF BURNSIDE – COMMENTS ON DRAFT P & D CODE
GENERAL COMMENTS
ISSUE

DISCUSSION

RECOMMENDATION / COMMENT

Terminology and
Nomenclature of
proposed Zones

-

-

The Code should include zone nomenclature which
reflects its intended use.

-

The Code should reflect current Development Plan policy
with respect to notification. This includes notification for
additional dwellings, two storey development, earthworks
where new dwelling is located 600mm above ground
level, and change of use from residential to nonresidential.

-

Public Notification

-

-

-

-

The Code introduces a number of new zones which are at
variance with both the current planning system and existing
State planning policy modules and established planning
philosophy, without sufficient underlying justification or
explanation.
For example, in the City of Burnside:
 Residential Zone to Suburban Neighbourhood, or
General Neighbourhood Zone;
 Local Centre Zone to Suburban Activity Centre Zone;
and
 Winery (Magill Estate) Zone to Peri-Urban Zone.
Given the details of the P & D Code policies, it is anticipated
that the rate of public engagement in the assessment process
will be significantly reduced.
There are numerous examples in the Code where land uses
envisaged under the Code are currently listed as noncomplying land uses in the current Development Plan and yet
will not be notified under the new system. The Code generally
proposes that only development which is not envisaged within
a zone will be notified.
Current Development Plan policy triggers public consultation
for most residential development involving two storey
development or walls on boundary. Such development is not
only envisaged under the P & D Code, but to be processed in
a manner equivalent to complying development.
The policy decision to require public consultation where the
site of development abuts land in a different zone is
understandable, but could be viewed as a “blunt tool”
response that will capture many forms of development that
currently do not require consultation, such as envisaged
developments along single allotment-deep commercial zones.
If the goal is to reduce unnecessary consultation (i.e. limiting
consultation where a development is envisaged) then it is
unclear how this policy is the correct approach.
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CITY OF BURNSIDE – COMMENTS ON DRAFT P & D CODE
GENERAL COMMENTS
ISSUE

DISCUSSION
-

Timeframes and
Deemed Consents

-

-

-

Definition of Minor
Variations in the
Development
Assessment Process

-

Code Amendments

-

-

RECOMMENDATION / COMMENT

A gap in the proposed policy concerns the issue of
earthworks as a trigger for consultation. The current
Development Plan policy triggers public consultation where it
is proposed to construct a new dwelling more than 600mm
above ground level. This reflects a recognition of the genuine
interest neighbours may have over issues of boundary
retaining walls, overlooking from raised finished floor levels,
additional overshadowing and loss of visual amenity, etc. This
approach is missing from the proposed policies.
The overarching emphasis on speed over efficiency and good
planning practices is a concerning likely consequence of the
new planning system.
Assessment timeframes and deemed consents require
reconsideration as they are not in the interest of good
planning and will significantly impact assessment under the
Code.
While deemed consents are not strictly a “Code” issue, it will
significantly impact assessment under the Code.
Timeframe demands are too short and automatic approvals
are inappropriate. Timeframes within the Code are
unreasonable and do not take into account the significant
amount of work required to appropriately assess an
application.
The PDI Act aims to bring greater certainty to the
development assessment process. However, the
determination of whether or not a variation or change to an
application is minor relies on the subjective assessment by
the assessing officer.
Future amendments to the Code will be an important in
refining, improving and maintaining contemporary applicable
zoning and policy for desired development.
A new option has been created for property owners to
individually pursue an arbitrary site-specific Code
Amendment directly with the Minister. This process
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-

Assessment timeframes should reflect the current
statutory arrangements, or trigger a refusal decision
instead of an approval. Deemed consent should be
removed.

-

A clear practice direction or other form of guidance is
needed to provide a strong definition of what is a “minor
variation”. Without this there will be inconsistencies of
approach between the private sector and councils.

-

Councils should maintain the role to co-ordinate proper
and orderly strategic Code Amendments as is currently
the case.
Councils should maintain a lead responsibility and
strategic control over the process governing Code
Amendments.

-
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CITY OF BURNSIDE – COMMENTS ON DRAFT P & D CODE
GENERAL COMMENTS
ISSUE

State Heritage Place
Overlay

DISCUSSION

-

RECOMMENDATION / COMMENT

compromises broader strategic outcomes, precinct planning
and priority and excludes Local Government and their
communities from meaningful influence of the development of
their neighbourhoods.
Focus and emphasis should be on conservation.
Deliberate neglect should not be permitted as grounds for
demolition.

-

-

-

Local Heritage
Overlay

-

Focus and emphasis should be on conservation.
Deliberate neglect should not be permitted as grounds for
demolition.
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-

Land owners should be directed to collaborate with
councils to facilitate their interests as part of broader
strategic approach
Recommendation:
State Heritage Place Overlay PO 6.1:
 Remove wording: “State Heritage Places are not
demolished, destroyed or removed in total or in part
unless either of the following apply:”
 Replace with: “State Heritage Places are conserved
unless:”
Recommendation:
State Heritage Place Overlay PO 6.1 (b):
 Remove: “(b) the structural integrity or condition of
the building represents an unacceptable risk to
public or private safety and results from actions and
unforeseen events beyond the control of the owner
and is irredeemably beyond repair.
 Replace with: “(b) the structural integrity or condition
of the Place represents an unacceptable risk to
public or private safety resulting from actions and
unforeseen events beyond the control of the owner
and is irredeemably beyond repair.”

Recommendation:
Local Heritage Place Overlay PO 6.1:
 Remove wording: “Local Heritage Places are not
demolished, destroyed or removed in total or in part
unless either of the following apply:”
 Replace with: “Local Heritage Places are conserved
unless:”
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CITY OF BURNSIDE – COMMENTS ON DRAFT P & D CODE
GENERAL COMMENTS
ISSUE

DISCUSSION

RECOMMENDATION / COMMENT
-

-

Historic Area Overlay
-

-

-

Contributory Items
Issues of heritage and character are of particular importance
to Burnside Council and its residents. The Council’s
Development Plan presently identifies land comprised in a
Historic (Conservation) Zone with 9 associated Historic
Conservation Policy Areas. Each of these have identified
Contributory Items that demonstrate and display the historic
characteristics unique to each Policy Area.
Burnside Council has concerns with the intention of the new
planning system to no longer individually identify Contributory
Items.
The absence of individual identification (by either a map or list
of addresses) will create uncertainty and confusion for all
interested parties, and will dramatically increase the time it
takes to ascertain what parts of the building are to be
retained.
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-

-

Recommendation:
Local Heritage Place Overlay PO 6.1 (b):
 Remove wording: “(b) the structural integrity or
condition of the building represents an unacceptable
risk to public or private safety and is irredeemably
beyond repair.”
 Replace with: “(b) the structural integrity or condition
of the Place represents an unacceptable risk to
public or private safety resulting from actions and
unforeseen events beyond the control of the owner
and is irredeemably beyond repair.”
Recommendation:
The contents of “Table Bur/1 Conservation and
Development Guidelines for Historic (Conservation)
Zones & Local Heritage Places” in the current Burnside
(City) Development Plan, should be included as either a
TNV link to all relevant properties in our council, or as
part of policy state-wide within the code.
Recommendation:
Existing Contributory Items should be individually
identified (by either a map or list of addresses). The
absence of individual identification (by either a map or
list of addresses) will create uncertainty and confusion
for all interested parties, and will dramatically increase
the time it takes to ascertain what parts of the building
are to be retained.
Recommendation:
Recommendation: Remove façade contribution
reference and economic test for demolition in Historic
Area Overlay as follows:
Recommendation:
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CITY OF BURNSIDE – COMMENTS ON DRAFT P & D CODE
GENERAL COMMENTS
ISSUE

DISCUSSION

RECOMMENDATION / COMMENT
-

-

-

-

-

Historic Area Statements
Historic Area Statements will replace desired character
statements and identify key elements and historic
characteristics in a particular area. It is expected that the
Historical Area Statements (which will be used to interpret the
policies in the Historic Area Overlay) will relate to and
accurately transition the Council’s existing policy for its 9
Historic Conservation Policy Areas.
Demolition Criteria
The proposed applicable demolition criteria in the Historic
Area Overlay is unacceptable.
PO 6.1 (b) Should be removed. All buildings constructed
during the historic era stated in the relevant Historic Area
Statement are of equal historic significance and value to the
area, and reveal the history of that locality, irrespective of
architectural style, degree of ornamentation or aesthetic
variation. Subjective opinions on building façade aesthetics
are not relevant to the conservation of history.
PO 6.1 (b) confuses character with history. Character is a byproduct of the historic collection of buildings in the area. In
contrast to the Character Area Overlay, the primary purpose
of this overlay is to conserve an accurate history record.
PO 6.1 (c) The inclusion of any economic test to ascertain
whether or not a building is worthy of retention is
unacceptable and open to subjectivity, argument and
inconsistency. The demolition performance outcome for the
Historic Area Overlay should replicate PO 6.1 (b) of the Local
Heritage Place Overlay, and include wording which ensures
that deliberate neglect cannot be an avenue to achieve
demolition.
Policy Detail & Design Guidelines
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-

-

Historic Area Overlay PO 6.1 (b):
 Remove existing item (b) entirely: “(b) the building
façade does not contribute to the historic character
of the streetscape; or”
Recommendation:
Historic Area Overlay PO 6.1 (c):
 Remove wording: “(c) the structural integrity or
condition of the building is beyond economic repair.”
 Replace with: “the structural integrity or condition of
the building represents an unacceptable risk to
public or private safety resulting from actions and
unforeseen events beyond the control of the owner
and is irredeemably beyond repair.”
Recommendation:
The contents of “Table Bur/1 Conservation and
Development Guidelines for Historic (Conservation)
Zones & Local Heritage Places” in the current Burnside
(City) Development Plan, should be included as either a
TNV link to all relevant properties in our council, or as
part of policy state-wide within the code.
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CITY OF BURNSIDE – COMMENTS ON DRAFT P & D CODE
GENERAL COMMENTS
ISSUE

DISCUSSION
-

Character Area
Overlay

-

-

-

-

-

RECOMMENDATION / COMMENT

The policy within the Historic Area Overlay is more generic
and less specific than the current policy within our Council’s
Development Plan resulting in the loss of key content and
detail. (For example, the requirement to match principal roof
pitches of historic buildings within the immediate vicinity.)
This is a significant variance from current policy. Burnside’s
existing table of Design Guidelines for development
associated with our Local Heritage Places and buildings
which will be in the new Historic Area Overlay should be
included in this Code.
Discussions with DPTI staff have highlighted that the policy
intent in a number of Burnside’s current policy areas is not
readily matched with that of the Suburban Neighbourhood
Zone alone, and the application of the Character Area
Overlay to these areas is a more appropriate fit and enables
more detailed consideration of local character and context
Application of the character area overlay enables greater
regard to be given to the existing prevailing character of an
area.
In the policy areas proposed, existing policy seeks to
maintain and enhance existing residential character, rather
than encouraging infill and change.
The areas proposed for inclusion in the new Character Area
Overlay would be based on previous discussions with the
State Government regarding possible Character Areas within
the City of Burnside.
In previous years, Burnside Council has discussed with the
State Government the possibility of applying Character Area
policy to some residential areas within Burnside Council. The
previously proposed Character Areas were: Dulwich,
Erindale, Leabrook, south-east Toorak Gardens, south
Tusmore Avenue, and parts of Beulah Park, Kensington Park,
Frewville, Kensington Gardens, Hazelwood Park, Linden
Park, Glenunga, Glenside, Burnside.
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-

-

The Character Area Overlay should be applied across
certain localities in the City of Burnside, as discussed
with DPTI, to better reflect the current policy intent of a
number of existing residential policy areas.
Council will provide further detail on potential areas and
locations in forthcoming weeks.
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CITY OF BURNSIDE – COMMENTS ON DRAFT P & D CODE
GENERAL COMMENTS
ISSUE

DISCUSSION

RECOMMENDATION / COMMENT

Urban Design

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Dwelling Siting and
Setback Criteria

-

The Planning and Design Code reduces the design
requirements for infill residential development in many cases,
particularly in the General Neighbourhood Zone.
Design requirements for larger scale development appear to
be more considered than those for smaller scale
development. This is a concern given that the majority of
development in existing residential areas will be at the “infill
level”.
The proposed policies will allow detached dwellings on
considerably smaller and narrower allotments, pushing built
form closer to external boundaries to the detriment of existing
streetscape character and residential amenity.
The character and visual implications of smaller, narrower
allotments is further compounded by the reduced built form
set-back parameters proposed in the P & D Code. Under the
proposed policies the community can expect a reduction in
patterns of space, access to sunlight and visual relief, as well
as reduced ability for meaningful landscaping within front and
rear yards, along driveway and between adjacent properties.
The proposed policies reduce current privacy standards by
introducing a 1.5 metre screen height for upper level windows
and balconies against a Development Plan policy of 1.6
metres.
Reduced private open space requirements reflects an erosion
of the importance assigned to outdoor living and stands to
have a detrimental influence not just on neighbour amenities
but on healthy lifestyles.
Council’s existing Development Plan contains a number of
quantitative provisions particularly in relation to the siting of a
building and front, rear and side boundary setbacks. These
provisions are essential to maintaining the character and
amenity of the City of Burnside’s residential areas.
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-

-

Further consideration should be given to good urban
design principles for all infill development, regardless of
the intended zone.
Greater emphasis on existing built form character and
amenity is needed.
P & D Code built form policies should reflect existing City
of Burnside Development Plan policy as far as possible,
particularly with respect to private open space, privacy
screening and setbacks. .

Existing siting, setback and floor area criteria should be
maintained.
Councils should have the ability to determine dwelling
setbacks that are different from those prescribed in zone
provisions of the P & D Code, thereby more
appropriately reflecting existing requirements by
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CITY OF BURNSIDE – COMMENTS ON DRAFT P & D CODE
GENERAL COMMENTS
ISSUE

DISCUSSION
-

-

Technical and
Numerical Variation
(TNV)

Environmental
Design
Considerations

-

-

-

-

RECOMMENDATION / COMMENT

The Code introduces a number of generic standards in
relation to setbacks which are not considered appropriate in
many established areas.
There is a significant lessening of the quantitative design
critieria which currently exists within the City of Burnside.
For example:
SETBACKS
Existing Policy
New CODE
Side
Ground level
1.5m
0.9m
Upper level
4.0m
1.9m
Rear Ground level
4.0m
3.0m
Upper level
8.0m
5.0m
The Code also proposes remove the total floor area criteria.
There are inconsistencies in the application of the TNV data
across the Council.
In key instances TNVs have not been provided.
It is unclear how TNVs may change over time and what
consultation, if any, councils will have when such changes
are proposed and implemented.

The Code’s policies which facilitate intensification of
development have not been balanced with the overarching
need for excellence and best practice in environmental
design considerations for building and infrastructure
development.
There is need for the Code to give full consideration of
sustainable design outcomes to meet South Australian
climatic conditions, including the orientation and design of
buildings and the overshadowing of solar panels.
A requirement that all new dwellings have eaves is a logical
requirement, with obvious environmental benefits.
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including statements such as “dwellings should be
setback 4m from side boundaries unless otherwise
prescribed in the TNV”

-

-

-

-

TNV data needs to be completely reviewed and crossreferenced to ensure that values reflect current
quantitative standards in Council’s Development Plan.
All areas and zones require reference to TNVs (when
they apply).
A statement directing that TNVs take precedence over
Desired Outcomes where there are different heights,
setbacks, etc. is required.
Requirement policies, specifically tailored to South
Australia’s climate and context, should include both
qualitative and quantitative requirements (as distinct from
‘guidelines’) for building orientation, sun-shading,
window/glazing areas, in order to minimise summer solar
heat gains, so as to reduce air conditioning, and to
maximise winter solar access, so as to reduce winter
artificial heating requirements.
Restrictions should be introduced to prevent new
development reducing solar access to adjacent
properties. The provision of shadow diagrams and
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-

Within neighbourhoods, policies could encourage
consideration of community or shared energy-saving facilities.

-

Policy provisions for Green Infrastructure (GI) should be
increased in terms of both the types of GI to be required and
assessed, and the minimum requirements for each situation.

modelling should be mandatory for all development
greater than one storey.
-

Design allowances could be considered for both proven
energy efficient design solutions and new innovative
approaches.

-

Wherever possible, Green Infrastructure requirements
should be specified as 'requirements', not just as
guidelines. Minimum requirements should be specified
for tree and vegetation GI on all sites where any
development is proposed, including alterations and
additions, regardless of the size of the development.
Minimum requirements should be determined by the
size, landscape and location of the site, not only the size
of the development. (Landscape and number of existing
established trees and vegetation should form part of the
quantity requirement.)
Policy should incorporate sustainable best practice
regarding shade cover from trees in carparks. Code
policy should be introduced for car parking areas
(particularly non-residential open lot parking in retail,
business and service outlets) to have a minimum area of
tree shading. Suitable tree species with large canopy
cover are required. (Policy similar to that used in other
states/countries regarding minimum shade cover areas
could be considered for use in the Code.)
Strengthen Significant Tree and Regulated Tree policy
within the draft Code to reflect current policy.

-

Regulated and
Significant Trees,
Tree Canopy and
Landscaping

-

Despite the 30 Year Plan calling for an increase in tree
canopy cover, the new Code works against this in many
areas by facilitating the easier removal of trees on both
private and public land, encourages an increased emphasis
on urban infill and intensification of development. The current
draft Code envisages in many instances:
 Increased infill;
 Reduced minimum site areas;

11

-

-

The test for damaging or removing regulated and/or
significant trees should require applicants to demonstrate
that all other reasonable alternatives have been found to
be ineffective.
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 Reduced setbacks;
 Increased site coverage; and
 Increased street crossovers.
The individual and cumulative effect of the changes to
development outcomes will result in the reduction of canopy
cover, habitat and climate resilience due to reductions in
minimum site areas, less restrictions on site coverage and
setbacks, potential to build closer to boundaries, and
increased number of street crossovers.
Increased urban infill and the “transformation of residential
neighbourhoods” should not be at the expense of increased
or existing canopy cover.
The draft Code presently contains a single Regulated Tree
Overlay. This is to be contrasted with current Development
Plan policy which distinguishes between, and provides
separate policy for both regulated and significant trees.
Council is concerned that regulated tree policy appears to
have been consolidated within a single Regulated Tree
Overlay with no higher order of policy relating to the proposed
removal of a regulated tree that is a significant tree. It is
unclear as to whether the omission of a separate Significant
Tree Overlay is a deliberate policy decision or an inadvertent
omission.
The proposed criteria for a tree damaging activity that is not
to be undertaken with other development does not reference
the current test that “all other reasonable remedial treatments
and measures must first have been determined to be
ineffective”. The omission of this requirement, at least in
respect of significant trees, would result in a weakening of the
current level of protection. This must be rectified if the stated
intention is to ensure that the Code affords the same level of
protection to such trees as presently exists under the
Development Plan.

12

-

Criteria for tree-damaging activity should reflect current
controls, including and particularly that “all other
reasonable remedial treatments and measures must first
have been determined to be ineffective”

-

Appropriate policy which is “non-negotiable” is needed to
ensure that new development is required to provide
suitable trees which will deliver canopy cover and
noticeable microclimatic benefits.

-

The proposals for 15% to 25% “soft landscape” areas
and minimum 1 tree per typical dwelling will have limited
overall effect. The maintenance of existing 7% deep soil
area, and only for medium to high rise development (4
storey or more), is inadequate. More comprehensive and
consistent increased tree canopy provision is required.

-

All new developments should allow for a minimum 15%
deep soil area, in addition to quantitate requirements for
living green landscaping (as distinct from “soft
landscaping”).

-

Include definition of “living green landscaping” separate
from “soft landscaping”.

-

Landscape plans for new developments should be
provided to achieve at least a potential tree canopy cover
of 15%.

-

Include effective environmental criteria which addresses
biodiversity, habitat and climate resilience.
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-

There is need for the Code to incorporate policy to address
the essential benefits provided by living green infrastructure,
(including trees, vegetation and ground cover), to the
microclimate including improved air quality, and to the
physical and mental health and welling of neighbourhoods.

-

The reference to “soft landscaping” in the Code is
inappropriate, as this term allows for artificial lawn or pinebark ground cover, do not release oxygen into the
environment, and which each reflect more heat than living
vegetation.

-

To redress and increase the canopy loss, there must be a
requirement for new developments to provide for an adequate
deep soil area that allows for plantings that potentially
achieve at least a 15% tree canopy cover at maturity.

-

The draft Code lacks environmental criteria addressing
biodiversity, habitat and climate resilience.

-

The Expert Panel originally recommended that open space
and public realm planning and design matters be embedded
within the new planning system.
The P & D Code which was released for consultation on 1
October 2019 lack any policies relating to the public realm or
Design Standards. This essential piece of work is a critical
element of the planning reforms.
Amendments to Sections 221 and 222 of the Local
Government Act 1999 (LG Act) which are not yet operational
will be effected by Part 7 of Schedule 6 to the Planning,
Development and Infrastructure Act 2016 (PDI Act).
Once operative, these amendments will have significant
implications for Council vegetation and infrastructure in the

-

-

-

13

-

-

The P & D Code should not be implemented until
relevant policy is drafted addressing public realm matters
and Design Standards are developed for reference in the
Planning and Design Code.
If the alteration of a road or the use of a road is approved
by a development authorisation under the PDI Act, a
person will no longer require an authorisation from the
Council under Sections 221 or 222 of the LG Act. The
Code will need to contain appropriate policy that relates
to these issues so that they may be appropriately
considered by the various relevant authorities
determining applications for planning consent.
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public realm, together with the use of public roads for
business purposes.
Burnside Council is concerned that relevant authorities will
effectively assume control for approving work in the public
realm, including the removal of street trees.

-

-

-

-

-

-

14

Council is concerned that private certifiers (non-Council
accredited professionals) will be able to approve vehicle
access to car parking spaces within 2 or more metres of
an existing street tree with no opportunity for Councils
arborists/horticulturalist to have any input. See below:
DTS / DPF 23.4
(b) 2m or more from a street tree unless consent is
provided from the tree owner;
This policy needs to better reflect the characteristics of
the particular street tree in question with respect to its
own TPZ. Two metres might be acceptable for a bottle
brush but not for a 100 year old gum. It is also unclear
where the 2m setback is measured from (i.e. the trunk,
the canopy, etc.).
Furthermore, it will remove space for future trees as the
only consideration is existing trees. It does not consider
planting topography, which is what local government
arborists consider.
To not include any local government technical advice to
determine position and the appropriate setbacks will
have significant consequences to the urban forest and
potentially subject Councils to unacceptable risk.
The impacts to trees would be dependent on species
type, age, surrounding growing conditions, health and
condition. The Australian Standard AS4970-2009
provides guidance to encroachment considerations.
However, this Standard still needs input from a
technically qualified person as it is not a simple “one rule
for all”. There is a risk to the urban forest by allowing
these decisions to be made by private planners who may
not have the technical skills to make such decisions.
Council is also concerned that private certifiers will
address access and street tree complications as a “minor
variation” from DTS criteria. Appropriate measures need
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There appears to have been a conscious decision in the draft
Code to not have any “residential only” zones. This is seen
through the use of mixed-use “neighbourhood” zones which
will replace residential zones. This is further supported by the
People and Neighbourhoods Discussion paper which states,
“increasing urban infill and transforming residential
neighbourhoods into vibrant, mixed-use precincts are policy
and design intentions that will continue…”
It is questioned what research and analysis has been
undertaken to support this approach, particularly in
established residential areas.
There is a wide disparity between the policies which speak to
desired land use (e.g. shops, consulting rooms and offices of
100-200m2) vs the quantitative provisions for restricted nonresidential development (which sets the limit at 1000m 2) for
these uses.
This broadening of anticipated uses in predominantly lowscale residential areas will also undermine the integrity of the
existing centre and commercial areas and is at odds with the
creation of vibrant activity centres.
The notion of any development everywhere undermines basic
planning principles, removes economies of scale where
facilities are grouped together, and may lead to ongoing landuse conflicts as well as traffic and parking issues.
The concept of encouraging people to visit a “destination” is
lost in this approach. There may be unforeseen “flow-on”
impacts to existing smaller centres if commercial
development is drawn into residential areas.
Not all residential areas are suitable for an increased range of
uses due to, for example, narrow roads, road networks,
allotment sizes, etc.

15

-

-

-

to be put in place to direct these issues be resolved prior
to the lodgement of a development application
Council does not support the approach to allow a wide
range of non-residential uses (many of which are noncomplying in Council’s current Residential Zone) in
existing residential areas.
Policies should not encourage non-residential uses as a
“desired” land use in predominantly residential areas.
Those uses which are currently non-complying within the
City of Burnside Residential Zone (such as office and
shop) should remain “restricted development” in the
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
Alternatively, all existing residential areas within the City
of Burnside should be located within an entirely new
‘Residential Zone’ which matches existing land use
conditions, and is purely for residential land use only.
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Commercial and
Business Areas

-

-
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The P & D Code opens up many more opportunities in other
zones. It is unclear why non-residential development is being
encouraged to encroach into existing residential areas, with
the potential for impacts and issues that are currently
experienced in many residential / non-residential interface
areas.
Many zones have performance outcomes where low to
medium rise buildings are envisaged. Part 8 of the
Administrative Definitions defines medium rise as “up to 6
storeys”.
Several zones have no height limit or simply refer to a 45
degree building envelope at the interface and no policy for
height along the streetscape.
In the City of Burnside the following non-residential zones are
anticipated by the draft Code and will be affected by this
performance outcome. Many of these zones currently have
height restrictions of one or two storeys:
 Business Neighbourhood Zone;
 Community Facilities Zone;
 Suburban Activity Centre Zone;
 Suburban Business and Innovation Zone; and
 Suburban Employment Zone
The draft Code does not give due recognition to the
development and character of the established inner suburban
areas of Adelaide. There is a gap in the zones available
within the current draft Code to cater for smaller commercial
and business precincts within established suburbs.
The draft Code proposes to remove the current centres zone
hierarchy and transition all the City of Burnside’s District,
Neighbourhood and Local Centres into the Suburban Activity
Centre Zone. The performance outcomes in this zone are
inappropriate for The City of Burnside’s Local Centres, which
are mostly small, intimate centres, predominantly located
within low-scale residential areas. The introduction of a new

16

-

-

-

The height limits anticipated by the Code are
inappropriate, particularly in established areas
TNVs should reflect existing height policy of current
Development Plan.

Greater consideration should be given to existing local
conditions and context
Additional zones are needed to cater for local variations
and small scale business and retail areas within
established suburbs.
TNVs needed to restrict floor area limits and height to
that which currently exists.
Further policy is needed to address potential impacts on
adjoining land, particularly where adjoining land use is
more sensitive.
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Hierarchy

-

-

-
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zone to reflect the nature of the City of Burnside’s existing
Local Centres is necessary.
Furthermore, the transition of many of the City of Burnside’s
smaller scale business zones into more intensive zones such
as the proposed Suburban Business and Innovation Zone or
Suburban Employment Zones is not appropriate nor a “likefor-like” transition of current policy.
There are many zones where the maximum floor area is
greater then what is currently contained within the existing
zoning in the Development Plan.
The City of Burnside is concerned by the loss of hierarchy of
Centres. The City of Burnside currently has 15 Centres which
are currently zoned Local Centre and 3 centres which are
currently zoned Neighbourhood Centre.
The P & D Code proposes to group these unique, smaller
scale centres into the same Suburban Activity Centre Zone
as the City of Burnside’s largest centre, the Burnside Village.
Applying the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to the City of
Burnside’s Local and Neighbourhood Centres will threaten
the established character and amenity both within and
adjoining these Centres by encouraging a scale and intensity
of development that is not currently contemplated.

-

-

17

The loss of hierarchy of centres is not a “like-for-like”
transition of policy and is considered inappropriate for
the following reasons:
 The Suburban Activity Centre Zone (SAC) envisages
up to 6 storeys. Most of the City of Burnside’s local
centres are located in the midst of low scale
residential areas;
 The existing Local Centre Zone currently has a noncomplying trigger for buildings over one storey;
 The existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone has a has
a non-complying trigger for buildings exceeding
8.5m;
 The Suburban Activity Centre Zone has no floor area
limit. The existing Local Centre Zone envisages a
gross leasable floor area of 450m 2;
 If the building site is deep enough, the 45 degree
building envelope diagram potentially allows up to 9
stories if the property boundary is 30m away; and
 The range of uses envisaged in the SAC are
inappropriate for local centres: e.g. Hospital, Public
transport Terminal, Service Trade Premises (all
currently non-complying).
Provision should be made for additional centres zone(s)
to cater for the lower intensity centres. Specifically a
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-

-

Hazards (Bushfire
Risk) Overlay

Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone
(SNZ)

-

-

-

RECOMMENDATION / COMMENT

In 2013, several inner-metropolitan Councils, including the
City of Burnside, worked to ensure that the Urban Corridor
Zone introduced by the Minister along many metropolitan
corridors would have due regard to the many areas of low
scale residential areas adjoining this zone. This led to a policy
outcome in the City of Burnside of an interface envelope of 30
degrees from 3 metres above ground level from the zone
boundary
The current iteration of the Code mapping for the City of
Burnside, omits the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay and
consequently fails to capture the City of Burnside’s existing
Watercourse Zone which recognises the existing floodplain.
There is also concern that the current policy does not reflect
the latest research for this part of Adelaide and will not
ensure adequate levels of flood protection.
It is unclear how this overlay was determined and whether it
takes into account recent bushfire events and the latest best
practice in identifying areas of risk.

-

According to DPTI publications, this zone aims to adopt
current development plan guidelines relating to building
heights and allotment sizes. It will be applied where there is
justification to vary site areas, setbacks and building heights
due to local context and issues.
As stated above, there appears to have been a conscious
decision in the draft Code not to have any “residential only”
zones. Unlike the current Residential Zone in the City of
Burnside, this zone envisages a number of non-residential
uses in addition to residential development, including shops,

-

18

-

Local Centre Zone with appropriate TNVs should be
added.
The City of Burnside opposes the proposed change to 45
degrees from 3 metres above ground level, apart from
south facing elevations.
The building envelope diagram should be amended to
reflect current policy (i.e. 30 degree plane).

-

Hazards (Flooding) Overlay should capture Council’s
existing Watercourse Zone which recognises the existing
floodplain in the City of Burnside.

-

Bushfire management policy within the draft Code should
reflect latest best practice.
Particular care and analysis is needed to ensure that the
Hazards (Bushfire Risk) Overlay is appropriately applied
and reflects the most up-to-date bushfire risk analysis
All Residential Policy Areas (RPAs) in the City of
Burnside should be transferred to the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone, with corresponding TNVs as this
represents a more “like-to-like” transition of current policy
and acknowledges that there is already a variation in site
areas, setbacks and heights due to local context.
All RPAs in the City of Burnside should be transferred
across to the same residential zone, as they are now.
This zone (or a new alternative zone) should be solely
for residential purposes and not allow for commercial
and non-residential land uses.

-

-
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-

-
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offices, and educational establishments. These are all
currently non-complying in the Residential Zone.
This zone is discussed in further detail below, however, it is
noted that a generic “dwelling” proposal (i.e. not detached,
semi-detached, etc.) would be performance assessed.
However, Table 3 does not list “dwelling”, making it “all other
performance assessed development” which does not have
any assessment policies assigned to it
According to DPTI publications, this zone aims to encourage
a range of dwelling types to increase housing diversity and
supply.
This zone is considered inappropriate in the City of Burnside,
particularly without due analysis or investigation of the
existing residential areas. Current practice to introduce such
a zone with an objective of increasing urban infill requires
extensive analysis of existing infrastructure and services, land
use and local area analysis and assessment of current
housing stock.
The lack of side boundary setback provisions for this zone is
inappropriate and will have negative impacts on adjoining
neighbours, particularly if two storey development is
proposed.
This zone also envisages low to medium density (i.e. up to 6
storeys).
By including all existing residential zones within the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone, the new requirement for public
notification when adjoining a zone in a different zone (which
at the moment includes two different residential zones) would
be appropriately addressed
This zone is considered inappropriate in the City of Burnside
and does not allow for the application of TNVs to this area.

-

Assessment policies needed for a “generic” dwelling
proposal

-

Council objects to the use of this zone in the City of
Burnside.
Council requests both the General Neighbourhood Zone
and Housing Diversity Zone be removed from the City of
Burnside, and areas currently designated as “General
Neighbourhood Zone or Housing Diversity Zone” be
included in the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone

-

-
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Council objects to the use of this zone in the City of
Burnside.
Council requests both the General Neighbourhood Zone
and Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone be removed
from the City of Burnside, and areas currently designated
as “General Neighbourhood Zone” or “Housing Diversity
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Neighbourhood Zone” be included in the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone.

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

Residential Zone

-

-

-

-

-

-

Primarily residential use with range of dwelling
types in appropriate policy areas.
Residential Zone currently divided into 29 Policy
Areas.
Non-complying list for each policy area.
Buildings over 12m are generally non-complying.
Differing minimum site areas, frontages and
heights for each policy area (see details below).
Setbacks predominantly 6-8m, and 3-4m in parts
of Magill, Beulah Park, Kensington Park,
Leabrook and Eastwood.
Each Burnside RPA has very specific site area,
frontage width and setback requirements (often
reflective of the era of subdivision and
construction). These quantitative measurements
and area specific variations need to be given
detailed consideration in translation to the Code.
While each of the policy areas may currently
have differing quantitative design requirements
such as minimum site areas and frontage widths,

29 Policy Areas transferred to either:
 Suburban Neighbourhood Zone;


General Neighbourhood Zone;
or

 Housing Diversity Zone
The Code proposes to remove some of
the quantitative tests which Council
currently uses to assess new residential
development.

-

-

-

-

20

If the P & D code transition
philosophy is to be as close to “likefor-like” as possible, then all RPAs
should be transferred to the same
zone, as they are all in the same
residential zone now.
All RPAs should be transferred to
the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone,
with corresponding TNVs as this
represents a more “like-for-like”
transition
The degree of design consideration
and notification requirements for the
GNZ are substantially less than that
which currently exist.
GNZ has a DO of low to medium
density. This is inappropriate in any
of the current residential policy
areas.
Quantitative provisions such as side
boundary and front boundary
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Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

-

-

P & D Code

the planning assessment and design
consideration in each policy area is the same.
Policy areas reflect differing age and subdivision
patterns of the various residential areas, For
example, the Victorian era subdivision and
dwelling types in Beulah Park are quite different
to those in Erindale
The City of Burnside Development Plan currently
uses three site coverage tests:


The first is the building footprint measured
from external walls (current default generally
40%);



Second test is footprint plus impervious
driveway (currently 50%); and

setbacks for development should be
no less than currently exists i.e.:


-

Inconsistencies / Comments

Third and most critical test is the total floor
area calculation (currently 50%).
These tests in combination result in a form of
development which has less impacts on local
character and amenity and gives greater
consideration to neighbouring sites, particularly in
relation to site coverage and setbacks.

21



4m setback for upper storey;



6 metre front building set-backs;



4 metre rear ground floor setbacks, 8 metres for upper level;



1.6 metre privacy screening; and



40% ground floor building
footprints
50% total floor area
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ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone
Residential
( Policy Area)
RPA1 - Greater
Beulah Park

RPA2 - Northern

Current Policy Intent
Min
Site Area (m2)
350 (all)

375 (all)

Minimum
Frontage
(m)
7.5 -14

9-14m

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

Suburban Neighbourhood:
- 350 (all dwelling types)
- Height: 1 storey 6m
- Min Frontage: 9m detached; 7.5m
semi
- 7.5m row; 14m group; 14m
residential flat

-

General Neighbourhood:
- 300 (detached semi-detached group
dwelling residential flat building)
- 200 (row dwelling)
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Minimum Frontage: detached 9m;
semi-detached 9m; row 7m; group
15m, flat 15m.

-

Max
Height
(storeys
)
1 (or roof
space)

2

-

-

-

-

-
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Correct zone selection
Height TNV should reflect PDC 6:
1 storey (or roof space)
Additional policy needed to ensure
that the public notification
requirements in this RPA are
consistent with other RPAs in
Council
Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection, replace with Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone.
Applying the General
Neighbourhood Zone will threaten
the established character of the area
by encouraging a scale and intensity
of development that is not currently
contemplated.
Height, scale and intent of current
zone are not reflected in new zone.
Existing policy area seeks to
maintain and enhance existing
residential character rather than
encouraging infill and change.
Code proposes a substantial
reduction in minimum site areas and
some frontage widths.
Incorrect TNVs. Should be:
 Min frontage 12m;
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Current Zone
Residential
( Policy Area)

Current Policy Intent
Min
Site Area (m2)

P & D Code
Minimum
Frontage
(m)

Inconsistencies / Comments

Max
Height
(storeys
)












RPA3 - Magill
(Chapel)

325 (all)

9-14

1 (or roof
space)

General Neighbourhood:
- 300 (Detached, semi-detached,
group dwelling, residential flat
building).
- 200 (row dwelling).
- Height: 2 storey 9m.
- Min Frontage: 9m Detached; 9m
semi-detached; 7m row dwelling;
15m group; 15m residential flat.

-

-

-

-

23

Min lot size 375m2;
Max storeys 1;
Max building height 6.5m;
Min frontage semi-d 9m;
Min lot size semi-d 375m2;
Min frontage group 14m;
Min lot size group 375m2;
Min frontage row 9m;
Min lot size row 375m2;
Min frontage RFB 14m; and
Min lot size RFB 375m2.

Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection, replace with Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone.
Applying the General
Neighbourhood Zone will threaten
the established character of the area
by encouraging a scale and intensity
of development that is not currently
contemplated.
Existing policy area seeks to
maintain and enhance existing
residential character rather than
encouraging infill and change.
Height, scale and intent of current
zone not reflected in new zone.
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ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

Residential
( Policy Area)

Min
Site Area (m2)

P & D Code
Minimum
Frontage
(m)

Inconsistencies / Comments

Max
Height
(storeys
)
-

-

-

RPA4 – Magill
(Romalo)

-

550 (detached,
battle-axe)
425 (other)

9-15

2

Suburban Neighbourhood:
- 550 Detached
- 425 (all other dwelling types)

24

-

Code proposes a substantial
reduction in minimum site areas and
some frontage widths.
Incorrect TNVs. Should be:
 Min frontage 12m;
 Min lot size 325m2;
 Max storeys 1;
 Max building height 6.5m;
 Min frontage semi-d 9m;
 Min lot size semi-d 325m2;
 Min frontage group 14m;
 Min lot size group 325m2;
 Min frontage row 9m;
 Min lot size row 325m2;
 Min frontage RFB 14m; and
 Min lot size RFB 325m2.
Height TNV should reflect PDC 6:
 1 storey (or roof space)
Additional policy needed to ensure
that the public notification
requirements in this RPA are
consistent with other RPAs in
Council
Correct zone selection with policy
changes.
TNVs correct apart from height:
 2 storey 9m; and

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone
Residential
( Policy Area)

Current Policy Intent
Min
Site Area (m2)

P & D Code
Minimum
Frontage
(m)

Max
Height
(storeys
)
-

RPA5 –
Kensington Park
(South-West)

350 (all)

9m

Inconsistencies / Comments

1 (or roof
space)



Height: 1 storey 6.5m
Min Frontage: detached 15m; semidetached 9m; row 9m; group 14m,
flat 14m.

General Neighbourhood
- 300 (Detached, semi-detached,
group dwelling, residential flat
building)
- 200 (row dwelling)
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Min Frontage: detached 9m; semidetached 9m; row 7m; group 15m,
flat 15m.

-

-

-

-

-

25

Need reference to battle-axe
min site area

Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection, replace with Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone
Applying the General
Neighbourhood Zone will threaten
the established character of the area
by encouraging a scale and intensity
of development that is not currently
contemplated.
Existing policy area seeks to
maintain and enhance existing
residential character rather than
encouraging infill and change
Height, scale and intent of current
zone not reflected in new zone.
Code proposes a substantial
reduction in minimum site areas and
some frontage widths
TNVs incorrect other than height.
Should be
 1 storey 6.5m;
 Min lot size 350m2;
 Min frontage 9m;
 Min frontage semi-d 9m;

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

Residential
( Policy Area)

Min
Site Area (m2)

P & D Code
Minimum
Frontage
(m)

Inconsistencies / Comments

Max
Height
(storeys
)

-

RPA6 – Greater
Kensington Park

-

RPA7 – Greater
Kensington
Gardens

-

550(detached,
battle-axe)
500 (other)

10-18m

625 (detached,
battle-axe)
600 (other)

10-18m

2

Stay
away
from
creek

Suburban Neighbourhood:
- 550 Detached
- 500 (all other dwelling types)
- Height: 1 storey 6.5m
- Min Frontage: 15m detached; 10m
semi-detached; 10m row dwelling;
18m group dwelling; 18m residential
flat building.

-

Suburban Neighbourhood:
- 625 Detached
- 600 (all other dwelling types)
- Height: 1 storey 6.5m

-

26

-

-

 Min lot size semi-d 350m2;
 Min frontage group 9m;
 Min lot size group 350m2;
 Min lot size row 350m2;
 Min frontage row 9m;
 Min lot size RFB 350m2; and
 Min frontage RFB 9m.
Height TNV should reflect PDC 5:
 1 storey (or roof space)
Additional policy needed to ensure
that the public notification
requirements in this RPA are
consistent with other RPAs in
Council.
Correct zone selection with policy
changes
TNVs correct apart from height
 Height: 2 storey 9m; and
 Need reference to battle-axe
min site area.

Correct zone selection with policy
changes
TNVs correct apart from height:
 Height: 2 storey 9m; and

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

Residential
( Policy Area)

Min
Site Area (m2)

P & D Code
Minimum
Frontage
(m)

Max
Height
(storeys
)
-

RPA8 – Rosslyn
Park

-

RPA 9 – Northern
Foothills

550 (detached,
battle-axe)
500 (other)

750 (all)

10-18

20-25m

Inconsistencies / Comments

2

2



Min Frontage: 15m detached; 10m
semi-detached; 10m row dwelling;
18m group dwelling; 18m residential
flat building

Suburban Neighbourhood:
- 550 Detached
- 500 (all other dwelling types)
- Height: 1 storey 6.5m
- Min Frontage: detached 15m; semidetached 10m; row 18m; group 18m,
flat 18m.

-

Suburban Neighbourhood:
- 750 (all dwelling types)
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Min Frontage: 25m detached; 20m
semi-detached and row dwelling;
20m group dwelling; 20m residential
flat building

-

27

-

-

Need reference to battle-axe
min site area.

Correct zone selection with policy
changes.
TNVs correct apart from height:
 Height: 2 storey 9m; and
 Need reference to battle-axe
min site area.

Correct zone selection with policy
changes
Incorrect TNVs. Should be:


Min frontage 20m;



Min frontage group 25m; and



Min frontage RFB 25m.

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

Residential
( Policy Area)
RPA10 –
Leabrook (North)

Min
Site Area (m2)
-

RPA11 –
Leabrook (South)

-

RPA12 Erindale

-

Minimum
Frontage
(m)

625 (detached,
battle-axe)
500 (fronting Perry
Lane)
600 (other)

12-18m

550 (detached,
battle-axe)
500 (other)

10-15m

625 (detached,
battle-axe)
500 (other)

10-15m

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

Suburban Neighbourhood:
- 600 (all dwelling types)
- Height: 1 storey 6m
- Min Frontage: 15m detached;
- 12m semi-detached; 12m row
dwelling; 18m group dwelling; 18m
residential flat building

-

Suburban Neighbourhood:
- 550 Detached
- 500 (all other dwelling types)
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Min Frontage: 15m detached; 10m
semi-detached; 10m row dwelling;
15m group dwelling; 15m residential
flat building

-

Suburban Neighbourhood
- 500 (all dwelling types)
- Height: 1 storey 6m
- Min Frontage: 15m detached; 10m
semi-detached; 10m row dwelling;
15m group; 15m residential flat.
- Significant drop in minimum site
areas.

-

Max
Height
(storeys)
2

2

2

28

-

-

-

Correct zone selection with policy
changes
Incorrect TNVs. Should be:
 Height: 2 storey 9m
 Min lot size 625m2
 Max building height 6.5m
 Min lot size fronting Penny Lane
500m2
 Need reference to battle-axe
min site area
Correct zone selection with policy
changes
Incorrect TNVs. Should be:
 Need reference to battle-axe
min site area

Correct zone selection with policy
changes
Incorrect TNVs. Should be:
 Min lot size detached 625m2
 Height: 2 storey 9m
 Need reference to battle-axe
min site area

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

Residential
( Policy Area)
RPA13 - Dulwich

Min
Site Area (m2)
-

450 (detached,
battle-axe)
400 (other)

Minimum
Frontage
(m)
9-15m

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

Suburban Neighbourhood
- 450 (detached)
- 400 (all other types)
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Min Frontage: 15m detached; 9m
semi-detached and row dwelling
14m (group and residential flat)

-

Max
Height
(storeys)
1 (or roof
space)

-

-

RPA14 – Toorak
Gardens SE

-

RPA15 – First
Creek

-

450 (detached,
battle-axe)
400 (other)

9-15m

625 (detached,
battle-axe)
600 (other)

12-18m

2

2

Suburban Neighbourhood
- 450m detached
- 400 (all other types)
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Min Frontage: 15m detached; 9m
semi-detached and row dwelling;
14m (group and residential flat)

-

Suburban Neighbourhood
- 625 (detached)
- 600 (all other types)
- Height: 2 storey 9m

-

29

-

-

Correct zone selection with policy
changes
TNVs generally correct other than
height:
 Height: 1 storey 6m
 Need reference to battle-axe
min site area
Height TNV should reflect PDC 6:
 1 storey (or roof space)
Additional policy needed to ensure
that the public notification
requirements in this RPA are
consistent with other RPAs in
Council
Correct zone selection with policy
changes
Incorrect TNVs. Should be:
 Need reference to battle-axe
min site area

Correct zone selection with policy
changes
TNVs correct apart from
 Need reference to battle-axe
min site area

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

Residential
( Policy Area)

Min
Site Area (m2)

P & D Code
Minimum
Frontage
(m)

Max
Height
(storeys)
-

RPA16 –
Burnside (North)

-

RPA17 Ferguson

-

-

-

-

550 (detached,
battle-axe)
425 (other)

9-15

625 (north of
Heatherbank Tce,
west of Hallett Rd)
625 (battle-axe
north of
Heatherbank Tce,
west of Hallett Rd)
750 in other parts
(i.e. south east of
policy area)
This RPA also
refers to an area
that doesn’t exist
when determining
site area i.e. “in the
parts of the Policy
Area north of
Heatherbank

15-18

Inconsistencies / Comments

2

2

Min Frontage: 15m detached; 12m
semi-detached; 12m row dwelling;
18m (group and residential flat)

Suburban Neighbourhood
- 550 Detached
- 425 (all other dwelling types)
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Min Frontage: detached 15m; semidetached 9m; row 9m; group 14m,
flat 14m.

-

Suburban Neighbourhood
- ? Detached
- ? semi detached
- ? row dwelling
- ? group dwelling
- ? residential flat building
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Min Frontage: detached 15m; semidetached 9m; row 9m; group 14m,
flat 14m.

-

30

-

-

Correct zone selection with policy
changes
TNVs correct:
 Need reference to battle-axe
min site area

Correct zone selection with policy
changes
Missing TNVs:
 Insert TNVs to reflect current
Development Plan policy
 750m2 default other than:
 625m2 north of Heatherbank
Tce
 625m2 west of Hallet Road

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone
Residential
( Policy Area)

Current Policy Intent
Min
Site Area (m2)

Minimum
Frontage
(m)

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

General Neighbourhood
- 300 (detached semi-detached group
residential flat)
- 200 row dwelling
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Min Frontage: 9m detached & semidetached; 7m row dwelling; 15m
(group and residential flat)

-

Max
Height
(storeys)

Terrace and west
of Hallett Road” It
is not possible to
be both north of
Heatherbank and
west of Hallett
Road.
RPA18 Eastwood

350 (all)

10m

1 (or roof
space)

-

-

-

-

31

Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection, replace with Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone and TNVs.
Applying the General
Neighbourhood Zone will threaten
the established character of the area
by encouraging a scale and intensity
of development that is not currently
contemplated.
Existing policy area seeks to
maintain and enhance existing
residential character rather than
encouraging infill and change.
Height, scale and intent of current
zone not reflected in new zone.
Code proposes a substantial
reduction in minimum site areas and
some frontage widths
TNVs should be:
 Height: 1 storey 9m
 Min frontage all dwellings 10m
 Min lot size all dwellings 350m2

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

Residential
( Policy Area)

Min
Site Area (m2)

P & D Code
Minimum
Frontage
(m)

Inconsistencies / Comments

Max
Height
(storeys)
-

RPA19 - Glenside
West

RPA20 –
Glenside (Village)

160 (all)

-

350 (detached on
corner allotment,
not including
Greenhill Rd or
Portrush Rd)

8-13m

9-15m

2

2

Housing Diversity
- Range of housing choices (up to 70
per hectare) including:
 Detached
 semi detached
 row dwelling
 group dwelling
 residential flat building
 Ancillary accommodation
 Retirement facility
 Supported accommodation
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Min Frontage ?
- Min setback: 3m

-

General Neighbourhood
- 300 (detached, semi-detached,
group, residential flat)
- 200 row dwelling
- Height: 2 storey 9m

-

32

-

-

-

Height TNV should reflect PDC 7:
 1 storey (or roof space)
Additional policy needed to ensure
that the public notification
requirements in this RPA are
consistent with other RPAs in
Council.
Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection, replace with Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone and TNVs.
Height, scale and intent of current
zone not reflected in new zone and
the lack of design assessment
required in the proposed zone does
not reflect current practice.
TNVs should be:
 Min frontage for detached, semidetached and row 10m
 Min frontage group and RFB
13m
 Min lot size all dwellings 160m2
Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection, replace with Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone & TNVs
Applying the General
Neighbourhood Zone will threaten
the established character of the area

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

Residential
( Policy Area)

Min
Site Area (m2)
-

-

-

-

360 (detached on
land >1200m2 not
including Greenhill
Rd or Portrush Rd)
450 (other
detached)
400 (semi/ row
dwelling except on
land >1200m2)
320 (semi/ row
dwelling on land
>1200m2, not
including Greenhill
Rd or Portrush Rd)
450 (battle-axe)
400 (other)

P & D Code
Minimum
Frontage
(m)

Inconsistencies / Comments

Max
Height
(storeys)
-

Min Frontage: 9m detached & semidetached; 7m row dwelling; 15m
(group and residential flat)
-

-

-

-

33

by encouraging a scale and intensity
of development that is not currently
contemplated.
Existing policy area seeks to
maintain and enhance existing
residential character rather than
encouraging infill and change
Height, scale and intent of current
zone not reflected in new zone.
Code proposes a substantial
reduction in minimum site areas e.g.
detached dwelling from 350-400m2
down to 300m2 and some frontage
widths from 9m down to 7m.
TNVs should reflect current
Development Plan policy as
closely as possible:

Given the limited timeframe to
translate the existing policy to the
Code, further analysis is required to
ensure the TNVs suggested above
accurately reflect existing policy
intentions

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

Residential
( Policy Area)
RPA21 - Linden
Park

Min
Site Area (m2)
-

-

-

-

-

-

450 (detached
fronting Greenhill
Rd or Portrush Rd)
350 (detached on
corner allotment,
not including
Greenhill Rd or
Portrush Rd)
360 (detached on
land >1200m2 not
including Greenhill
Rd or Portrush Rd)
425 (other
detached)
400 (semi/row
dwelling except on
land >1200m2)
320 (semi-/row
dwelling on land
>1200m2, not
including Greenhill
Rd or Portrush Rd)
425m2 (battle-axe)
400m2 (other)

Minimum
Frontage
(m)
- 15m
(detached
fronting
Greenhill
Rd or
Portrush
Rd)
- 15m
(detached
on corner
allotment,
not
including
Greenhill
Rd or
Portrush
Rd)
- 12m
(detached
on land
>1200m2
not
including
Greenhill
Rd or
Portrush
Rd)
- 12m (other
detached)
- 9m (semi-/
row

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

General Neighbourhood
- 300 (Detached, semi-detached
group dwelling, residential flat
building)
- 200 row dwelling
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Min Frontage: detached 9m; semidetached 9m; row 7m; group 15m,
flat 15m.
- There has been a significant drop in
the minimum site area for detached
dwellings in this PA.

-

Max
Height
(storeys)
2

-

-

-

-

-

34

Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection, replace with Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone & TNVs
Applying the General
Neighbourhood Zone will threaten
the established character of the area
by encouraging a scale and intensity
of development that is not currently
contemplated.
Existing policy area seeks to
maintain and enhance existing
residential character rather than
encouraging infill and change
Height, scale and intent of current
zone not reflected in new zone.
Code proposes a substantial
reduction in minimum site areas and
some frontage widths.
TNVs should reflect current
Development Plan policy as
closely as possible:

Given the limited timeframe to
translate the existing policy to the

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

Residential
( Policy Area)

Min
Site Area (m2)

RPA22Beaumont
Common

-

RPA23 - Frewville

-

-

-

550 (detached,
battle-axe)
425 (other)

400 (detached,
battle-axe)
350 (other)

P & D Code
Minimum
Frontage
(m)
dwelling
except on
land
>1200m2)
- 9m (semi-/
row
dwelling on
land
>1200m2,
not
including
Greenhill
Rd or
Portrush
Rd)
- 14m
(group/RFB
)
- 9m (other)
10-15m

10-15m

Inconsistencies / Comments

Max
Height
(storeys)
Code, further analysis is required to
ensure the TNVs suggested above
accurately reflect existing policy
intentions.

2

2

Suburban Neighbourhood
- 550 (Detached)
- 425 (all other dwelling types)
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Min Frontage:
- 15m detached; 10m semi-detached
& row dwelling; 15m group dwelling;
15m residential flat building

-

General Neighbourhood
- 300 detached
- 300 semi-detached

-

35

-

-

Correct zone selection with policy
changes.
TNVs correct:
 Need reference to battle-axe
min site area.

Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection, replace with Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone & TNVs

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone
Residential
( Policy Area)

Current Policy Intent
Min
Site Area (m2)

Minimum
Frontage
(m)

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

-

-

Max
Height
(storeys)
200 row dwelling
300 group
300 residential flat
Height: 2 storey 9m
Min Frontage: 9m detached & semidetached; 7m row dwelling; 15m
(group and residential flat)

-

-

-

36

Applying the General
Neighbourhood Zone will threaten
the established character of the area
by encouraging a scale and intensity
of development that is not currently
contemplated.
Existing policy area seeks to
maintain and enhance existing
residential character rather than
encouraging infill and change
Height, scale and intent of current
zone not reflected in new zone.
Code proposes a substantial
reduction in minimum site areas and
some frontage widths
TNVs should be:
 Min frontage 15m
 Min lot size 400m2
 Max storeys 2
 Max building height 9m
 Min frontage semi-d 9m
 Min lot size semi-d 350m2
 Min frontage group 14m
 Min lot size group 350m2
 Min frontage row 9m
 Min lot size row 350m2
 Min frontage RFB 14m
 Min lot size RFB 350m2

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

Residential
( Policy Area)

Min
Site Area (m2)

P & D Code
Minimum
Frontage
(m)

Inconsistencies / Comments

Max
Height
(storeys)


RPA24 –
Glenunga (North)

-

-

-

-

RPA25 - St
Georges

-

440 (detached on
corner allotment,
not including
Greenhill Rd or
Portrush Rd)
440 (detached on
land >1200m2 not
including Greenhill
Rd or Portrush Rd)
550 (other
detached)
500m2 (semi/ row
dwelling except on
land >1200m2)
400m2 (semi/ row
dwelling on land
>1200m2, not
including Greenhill
Rd or Portrush Rd)
550 (battle-axe)
500 (other)

10-15m

550 (detached,
battle-axe)
450 (other)

10-18m

2

2

Suburban Neighbourhood
- ? Detached
- ? semi detached
- ? row dwelling
- ? group dwelling
- ? residential flat building
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Min Frontage: ?

Suburban Neighbourhood
- 550 Detached
- 450 (all other dwelling types)
- Height: 2 storey 9m

37

-

Need reference to battle-axe
min site area

Correct zone selection with policy
changes
TNVs should reflect current
Development Plan policy:

-

Given the limited timeframe to
translate the existing policy to the
Code, further analysis is required to
ensure the TNVs suggested above
accurately reflect existing policy
intentions.

-

Correct zone selection with policy
changes
TNVs correct:
 Need reference to battle-axe
min site area

-

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

Residential
( Policy Area)

Min
Site Area (m2)

P & D Code
Minimum
Frontage
(m)

Max
Height
(storeys)
-

RPA26 –
Glenunga (South)

-

550 (detached,
battle-axe, other)
375 (other dwelling
fronting Glen
Osmond Rd)

10-18m

Inconsistencies / Comments

2

Min Frontage: 15m detached; 10m
semi-detached; 10m row dwelling;
18m group dwelling; 18m residential
flat building

Suburban Neighbourhood
- ? Detached
- ? semi detached
- ? row dwelling
- ? group dwelling
- ? residential flat building
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Min Frontage: ?

38

-

Correct zone selection with policy
changes
TNVs should be:
 Max storeys 2
 Min frontage 15m
 Min lot size 550m2
 Min frontage semi-d 10m
 Min lot size semi-d 550m2
(375m2 on land adjoining Glen
Osmond Road)
 Min frontage group 18m
 Min lot size group 550m2
(375m2 on land adjoining Glen
Osmond Road)
 Min frontage row 10m
 Min lot size row 550m2 (375m2
on land adjoining Glen Osmond
Road)
 Min frontage RFB 18m
 Min lot size RFB 550m2 (375m2
on land adjoining Glen Osmond
Road)
 Need reference to battle-axe
min site area

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

Residential
( Policy Area)
RPA27 –
Southern Foothills

Min
Site Area (m2)
-

-

-

-

-

2000 (any dwelling
fronting Sunnyside
Road between Gill
Tce and Wheal
Gawler St)
750 (any dwelling
in all other areas)
2000 (battle-axe
fronting Sunnyside
Road between Gill
Tce and Wheal
Gawler St)
750 (battle-axe in
all other areas)
Note Hills Face
Zone Buffer in this
area
Note frontage
width variation
near Sunnyside
Rd, Gill Tce and
Wheal Gawler St
Note site area
variation near
Sunnyside Rd, Gill
Tce and Wheal
Gawler St

Minimum
Frontage
(m)
20-25m

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

Suburban Neighbourhood
- ? Detached
- ? semi detached
- ? row dwelling
- ? group dwelling
- ? residential flat building
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Min Frontage: ?

-

Max
Height
(storeys)
2

-

-

39

Correct zone selection with policy
changes
Missing TNVs – zone split:
 Insert TNVs to reflect current
Development Plan policy
 Land with frontage to the section
of Sunnyside Road between Gill
Tce & Wheal Gawler St and
southern side of Wheal Gawler
St:
 Min frontage all dwellings & RFB
25m
 Min lot area all dwellings & RFB
2000m2
 All other land:
 Min frontage all dwellings & RFB
20m
 Min lot area all dwellings & RFB
750m2
 Need reference to battle-axe
min site area
HFZ Buffer requirements need
addressing

CITY OF BURNSIDE SUBMISSION – PHASE 3 DRAFT PLANNING & DESIGN CODE - 20 February 2020

ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

Residential
( Policy Area)
RPA28 – Glen
Osmond

Min
Site Area (m2)
-

-

-

-

-

450 (detached
west of Portrush
Rd)
550 (detached east
of Portrush Rd)
400 (any other
dwelling west of
Portrush Rd)
500 (any other
dwelling east of
Portrush Rd)
450 (battle-axe
west of Portrush
Rd)
550 (battle-axe
east of Portrush
Rd)

Minimum
Frontage
(m)
14-19m

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

General Neighbourhood
- 300 (Detached semi-detached group
dwelling residential flat building)
- 200 (row dwelling)
- Height: 2 storey 9m
- Min Frontage: detached 9m; semidetached 9m; row 7m; group 15m
residential flat 15m.
- There is a substantial drop in
minimum site areas

-

Max
Height
(storeys)
2

-

-

-

-

40

Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection, replace with Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone & TNVs
Applying the General
Neighbourhood Zone will threaten
the established character of the area
by encouraging a scale and intensity
of development that is not currently
contemplated.
Existing policy area seeks to
maintain and enhance existing
residential character rather than
encouraging infill and change
Height, scale and intent of current
zone not reflected in new zone.
Code proposes a substantial
reduction in minimum site areas and
some frontage widths
HFZ Buffer requirements need
addressing
TNVs should be (zone split) to
reflect current Development Plan
policy:
 Land with frontage to the section
of Sunnyside Road between Gill
Tce & Wheal Gawler St and
southern side of Wheal Gawler
St:
 Min frontage all dwellings & RFB
25m
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ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

Residential
( Policy Area)

Min
Site Area (m2)

P & D Code
Minimum
Frontage
(m)

Inconsistencies / Comments

Max
Height
(storeys)





RPA29 – Skye
and Auldana

-

1000 (all)
This policy area
was transferred
from previous
Adelaide Hills
Council so
contains slightly
different policy
arrangement and
detail to other
RPAs

21m

1
(6m max.)

Suburban Neighbourhood
- 1000 sqm (all dwelling types)
- Height: 1 storey 6m
- Min Frontage: 25m detached & all
other dwelling types

-

-

-
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Min lot area all dwellings & RFB
2000m2
All other land:
Min frontage all dwellings & RFB
20m
Min lot area all dwellings & RFB
750m2

Correct zone selection with policy
changes
TNVs correct apart from the
following:
 Building height - currently 6.0m
 Frontage width – currently 21m
 Side boundary setbacks?
 Sloping land? 1:4 trigger.
Additional policy needed to ensure
that the public notification
requirements in this RPA are
consistent with other RPAs in
Council.
It should be noted, however, that the
sloping land generally lends itself to
more than one storey from the
lowest point of the building and this
is reflected by the prevailing
development pattern within the area
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ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

Community

-

There are currently 11 areas zoned for
Community Use in the current Burnside
Development Plan. One of these areas is for the
Burnside Hospital, the other 10 areas are sites
occupied by schools
Current zone also has three policy areas:
 Cu1 Burnside Hospital
 Cu2 Pembroke School
 Cu3 is still referred to in the current zone text
but is superfluous as Queen Victoria Hospital
has been converted for residential use and is
now included in the Urban Corridor Zone
Current Cu zone lists office, office and dwelling,
shop and shop and dwelling as non-complying
Note the existence of nearby sites owned and
used by a number of the schools which sit outside
the Community Zone.
Current Cu zone provides additional policy
addressing development near zone boundaries.
This is particularly important in Burnside as the
Community Zones are surrounded by residential
areas.

Community Facilities
- TNV not provided
- Council Civic Centre included in this
zone (previously DCe)
- Current zone envisages dwellings
(not common in a Community Zone).
- Code silent on res development.
- Code: low to med rise buildings (2-6
storeys)
- Current zone: 3 storeys (12.5m) for
PA 1 & 3.

-

Conservation and enhancement of historic
character of relevant policy area.
Burnside HCZ is divided into 9 policy areas. Each
has differing established character, subdivision
pattern, setbacks and era of dwelling stock
Existing policy makes strong reference to
compatibility of new development with existing:
 Roof pitches

Suburban Neighbourhood Zone

-

Correct zone selection with policy
changes

RPA1 – Rose Park
- 750 detached
- 450 semi-detached
- 15m detached
- 10m semi-detached (currently 9m)
- Max building height 9m

-

TNV Error:
 Min frontage for semi-d should
be 9m

-

-

-

Historic
(Conservation)

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Correct zone selection with policy
changes for school sites
Zone change for Civic Centre site
need further investigation and
discussion with Council
Missing TNVs for height.
TNV needed where one currently
exists.
Those uses which are not currently
envisaged in existing zone should
be removed from the list of desired
uses (e.g.: office, shop and
consulting room).
Policy needed to address residential
development, particularly to restrict
residential development from
occurring at ground level.
Additional policy needed to address
development near zone boundaries.
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ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

-

 Scale and architectural character
 Height
 Subdivision pattern
 Setbacks
Buildings over 9m are non-complying
Residential Flat Buildings are non-complying
Row dwelling non-complying (except in HCPA2 &
4)
Semi-detached dwelling non-complying (except in
HCPA1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

RPA2 – Eastwood
- ?m2 detached (currently 350)
- ?m2 semi-detached, row dwelling
(currently 350)
- ?frontage (currently 8m)

-

TNVs missing:
 Min lot size 350m2
 Min frontage 8m
 Min lot size for semi-d 350m2
 Min frontage semi-d 8m
 Min lot size row 350m2
 Min frontage row 8m

RPA3 – St Georges (Wootoona Terrace)
- ? no minimum site areas
- ? no minimum frontage widths

-

TNVs missing
 Setbacks of 18m from road
boundary and 3m from side and
rear boundaries

RPA4 – Beulah Park
- 350 detached, semi & row (currently
same)
- 9m detached (currently same)
- 8m semi-detached & row (same as
now)

-

TNV errors/additions:
 Max 2 storeys
 Max building height 6m
 Min lot site row 350m2
 Min frontage row 8m

RPA5 – Tusmore
- 750 detached (same)
- 550 semi-detached (same)
- 15m detached (same)
- 10m semi-detached (same)

-

TNV errors/additions:
 Max 2 storeys

RPA6 – Toorak Gardens (North)
- 750 detached (same)
- 600 semi-detached (same)
- 15m detached (same)
- 12m semi-detached (same)

-

TNV errors/additions:
 Max 2 storeys
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ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

District Centre

Current Policy Intent

-

There is one DCe at Burnside Village/Council
Civic Centre
Contains three policy areas:
 PA1 - Retail, service, entertainment
 PA2 - Office, consulting, community
 PA3 - Civic, community, cultural (Council site)

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

RPA7 – Toorak Gardens (Ferguson
Square)
- 750 detached
- 600 semi-detached
- 15m detached
- 12m semi-detached
- 9m max building height

-

TNV correct

RPA8 – Glenunga Park
- 750 detached
- 550 semi-detached
- 15m detached(same)
- 10m semi-detached(same)

-

TNV errors/additions:
 Max 2 storeys

RPA9 – Kensington Gardens (Reserve)
- 750 all dwellings
- 15m all dwellings
- 9m max building height

-

TNV errors/additions:
 Max 2 storeys

Suburban Activity Centre
- PO Low to medium rise (up to 6
storeys)
- No TNV specified
- 45 degree interface diagram
- PA3 – now in Community Facilities
Zone

-

Correct Zone selection for PA1 &
PA2 (with policy changes)
Zone change for Civic Centre Site
(PA3) needs further investigation
and discussion
Concept Plans not carried over?
Need to recognise the three distinct
areas which make up this District
Centre, the differing functions they
perform and their relationship to
each other, both from a built form
and user perspective
Any policy must make reference to
the heritage buildings on the civic
centre site

-

-

-
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ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Neighbourhood
Centre

Current Policy Intent

-

-

There are currently three NCes in Burnside.
Range of shops, restaurants, offices, consulting
rooms, commercial and community facilities
Contains three policy areas: Marryatville,
Frewville and Magill
Buildings over 8.5m are non-complying

P & D Code

Suburban Activity Centre
- PO Low to medium rise (up to 6
storeys).
- No TNV specified – needs height
specified.
- 45 degree interface diagram.

Inconsistencies / Comments
-

45 degree interface diagram
inappropriate – needs to be 30
degrees

-

Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection. Replace with more
appropriate “middle order” zone.
New zone required to address
middle order centres located within
built up residential areas.
Height, scale and intent of current
zone not reflected in new zone.
Applying the Suburban Activity
Centre Zone to the existing
neighbourhood centres will threaten
the established character and
amenity both within and adjoining
these centres of the area by
encouraging a scale and intensity of
development that is not currently
contemplated.
TNVs needed to limit height to 2
storeys/8.5m.
Building height is referred to in PDC
2 which states “buildings should not
exceed 8.5m in height above
adjacent footpath”
Policy needed to address heritage
buildings in the NCe on Kensington
Road.
Note the shopping centre in the NCe
at Marryatville is partly within the
NPSP Council area so policy should
be consistent across Council
boundaries.

-

-

-

-

-
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ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Local Centre

Current Policy Intent

-

There are currently 13 LCes in Burnside.
Small scale shops, offices, business, health and
community to meet needs of local community
Shops max ground level floor area (GLFA)
450m2
Buildings over one storey non-complying

P & D Code

Suburban Activity Centre
- PO suggests neighbourhood scale
shopping, business etc. and
services for surrounding
neighbourhood and district,
- Neighbourhood scale shopping,
business, entertainment and
recreation facilities.
 Where appropriate, med-high
density res development.
 Low-medium rise (2-6 storeys)
 Land uses include cinema,
hotel, indoor rec facility, public
transport terminal, retail fuel
outlet.
- PO Low to medium rise (up to 6
storeys).
- PO residential at medium to high
densities.
- No TNV specified – needs height
specified.
- 45 degree interface diagram.
- Desired uses include:
 Hospital***
 Cinema***
 Hotel
 Service Trade Premises
 Bulky goods
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Inconsistencies / Comments
-

45 degree interface diagram
inappropriate, particularly as all of
these areas interface low-scale, low
density residential development –
should be no more than 30 degrees.

-

Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection. Replace with more
appropriate zone.
New zone required to address local
centres located within built up
residential areas.
Height, scale and intent of current
zone not reflected in new zone and
applying the Suburban Activity
Centre Zone to these local centres
will threaten the established
character and amenity both within
and adjoining these centres of the
area by encouraging a scale and
intensity of development that is not
currently contemplated.
No appropriate to group these small
centres in the same zone as a large,
intensive DCe.
TNVs needed to address bulk,
height, scale and floor area limits.
45 degree interface diagram
inappropriate, particularly as all of
these areas interface low-scale, low
density residential development.

-

-

-

-
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ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

Office

-

Suburban Activity Centre
- PO Low to medium rise (up to 6
storeys)
- No TNV specified
- 45 degree interface diagram

-

-

Only applies to one parcel of land of 2200m2 on
Greenhill Road. Currently developed with office
building and car park. Professional and
commercial offices with medium density dwellings
on suitable sites
Buildings over 12.5m non-complying
Buildings over 2000m2 non-complying

-

Business (Glen
Osmond Road)

-

Business
(Fullarton Road)

-

-

Glen Osmond Road forms the Council boundary
between City of Burnside and City of Unley.
Offices, commercial and residential development
of low traffic-generating nature.
Buildings over 8m non-complying.

Business Neighbourhood
- Low rise medium density (up to 6
storeys??).
- low-medium rise – DTS: 2 levels/9m
adj. res; 3 levels/12m in other cases.
- Variety of housing and
accommodation types.
- Low impact employment generating
land uses.
- DTS not exceeding 250m2.
- DTS height: 2 stories/9m on sites
adjoining residential allotment in
different zone or 3 levels or 12m in
all other cases.

-

Low scale Offices, consulting rooms and
commercial buildings of low traffic-generating
nature.
Buildings greater than 6.5m in height are noncomplying.

Suburban Employment
- Envisages light industry and a range
of uses currently listed as noncomplying.
- No public notification requirements

-
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-

Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection.
Height, scale and intent of current
zone not reflected in new zone.
New “office type” zone needed for
smaller scale commercial
development with appropriate TNVs.
TNV needed for height to reflect
existing height restrictions.
Correct zone selection with policy
changes.
TNV needed for height to reflect
existing 8m height limit.
Policy along the Glen Osmond Road
frontage should be consistent with
Unley Council and have regard to:
 Existing heritage buildings
along the bottom section of the
road.
 Interface with the adjoining
Historic Conservation Zone.
 Public transport routes.
 Heavy vehicle movements and
freight route.
 Soil conditions on industrial/
commercial sites.
 Showroom/bulky goods uses.
Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection. Replace with Business
Neighbourhood Zone (but only
with appropriate height and GLFA
TNVs).
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ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

-

-

Range of employment generating
low impact, light industrial, service
trade, commercial and business
activities
500 GLA for shops, what about
other uses?? No restrictions on
BGO (unless near boundary).
45 or 30 degree interface diagram.
No height policy specified (currently
non-complying over one storey in
Bu(FR) and 6m in LC (A)).
Currently max 450m2 floor area in
Bu(Fr) and 200m2 in LC(A).

-

Suburban Business and Innovation
- Low-to medium rise (therefore up to
6 storeys)
- 2 building levels / 9m where
adjoining res or 3 building
levels/12m in other cases.
- Shop restricted devt except where
<1000m2.
- Envisaged land uses include some
uses currently n/c
- Range of emerging businesses
including:
 Consulting room
 Light industry***
 Motor repair station
 Office
 Service trade premises
 Shop*** in some areas
 Store***
 Warehouse***

-

Building with floor area greater than 450m2 noncomplying.

-

-

Local Business

-

-

The Parade
Cnr Greenhill Rd/Conyngham St
Cnr Portrush/Mt Barker Rds
Small-scale offices, consulting rooms, other
business functions and dwellings
Buildings containing one floor above another are
listed as non-complying in Policy Areas 1 and 3
(note PA3 does not exist)
Buildings over 250m2 non-complying
Shops in parts of PA1 & PA2 are non-complying
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-

-

-

Height, scale and intent of current
zone not reflected in new zone.
TNVs needed for height and floor
area to reflect existing.
Policy needed to reflect local
conditions.

Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection. Replace with Business
Neighbourhood Zone or new “local
business” type zone which is more
appropriate (but only with
appropriate height and GLFA TNVs).
Height, scale and intent of current
zone not reflected in new zone.
Existing PA1 contains row of intact,
low scale local heritage places
(predominantly used for consulting
rooms) along Kensington Road,
Rose Park which need protection
and careful policy consideration.
Zone along Kensington Road should
reflect that in Norwood Payneham St
Peters as this forms Council
boundary.
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ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

(*** -currently non-complying uses in
existing zone)
- Height 2-3 levels. or low to medium
rise buildings
- Medium density residential use
subordinate to employment uses.
Local
Commercial
(Auldana)

-

Hills Face

-

Winery (Magill
Estate) Zone

-

-

This area previously in the Adelaide Hills Council.
Zone exists exclusively for Skye Cellars
retail/wholesale wine distribution.
Local service activities including wholesaling,
storage and associated activities.
Dwellings listed as non-complying.
Shops over 200m2 non-complying.
Policy restricts development and land division on
slopes greater than 1 in 4.

Suburban Employment
- 500 GLA for shops, what about
other uses?
- 45 or 30 degree interface diagram.
- No height policy specified.

Preservation and enhancement of natural
character.
Note existence of Quarry at Stonyfell, Mount
Osmond Golf course, Wheal Gawler Mine historic
site, Waterfall Gully Conservation Park.

Hills Face Zone

Viticulture and facilities for production, storage,
distribution and sale of wine, together with
tourism facilities.
Dwellings are non-complying except on northern
side of Parade.

Peri-Urban
- Desired uses include:
 Detached dwelling***
 Shop***
 Horsekeeping***

-

-

-
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-

-

Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection. Replace with Business
Neighbourhood Zone or new “local
business” type zone which is more
appropriate (but only with
appropriate height and GLFA TNV)
Height, scale and intent of current
zone not reflected in new zone.
Policy needed to address:
 Environmental quality and noise
impacts
 Sloping land
 Excavation and filling of land
 Appearance of land and
buildings including landscaping
Reference to Hills Face Buffer area
is needed
HFZ boundaries may need to be
reviewed to address any anomalies
Incorrect and inappropriate zone
selection. Replace with new zone
which reflects its urban setting.
Penfold’s is a unique site that does
not fit within any of the Code zones.
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ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent
-

P & D Code

Shop greater than 250m2 is non-complying
(unless south of the Parade).
-

(*** currently non-complying in
parts of zone)
TNV site area of dwelling

Inconsistencies / Comments
-

-

-

Watercourse
Zone

-

-

-

Residential, open space, brewery and local
shopping areas in 1-in100year flood plain of First
or Second Creek.
PDC7 refers to development being generally in
accord with relevant policies of adjoining
Residential Zone & HCZ, in particular, RPAs10,
15, 17 and 27 & HCZ PA5.
Certain works within 1 in 20 year flood period or
over 12m in height are listed as non-complying.

Suburban Neighbourhood Zone

-

-

-

-
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The Phase 3 Code Amendment –
Update report suggests that this
zone “…is proposed to be spatially
applied to land skirting metropolitan
Adelaide”. This area is neither
skirting Metropolitan Adelaide nor a
variant of a rural area.
Zone needs to reflect the additional
function centre use of this site.
Note buildings of heritage
significance on site which need to be
addressed in any policy.
No reference to the two existing
concept plans which detail where
various land uses should occur.
TNVs needed for height and GLFA
to reflect existing.
Correct zone selection with policy
changes.
Flooding overlay has not been
applied to the existing Watercourse
Zone. This is a critical omission.
Flooding overlay should apply to
those areas currently within the
existing Watercourse Zone.
Mapping or identification of
floodplain requires detailed
consideration.
Note policies refer to a brewery in
PA2 (Coopers Brewery) which no
longer exists and has since been
replaced by retirement living. Policy
needs to be reviewed and updated
to reflect the existing use.
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ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments

Mixed Use
(Glenside) Zone

-

Innovation Zone

-

-

Zone introduced by Ministerial DAP in context of
the Glenside Campus redevelopment.
Office, residential, educational, hospital,
consulting room and shopping activities.
Four policy areas with designated uses in each.
Various uses non-complying dependent upon
location in PA1 or PA3.

-

Urban Corridor
Zone

-

Zone introduced in 2013 by Ministerial DAP in
context of metropolitan growth along corridors.
Mixed Use zone accommodating range of
compatible non-residential and medium and high
density residential land uses orientated towards a
high frequency public transport corridor.

Urban Corridor (Boulevard)
- 1000 sqm (all dwelling types)
- Height: min 4 - max 6 storey (22m)
- New 45 degree building envelope –
we fought long and hard to get the
bare minimum – this is not
appropriate.
- New building height incentives of
30%. Not appropriate adjoining lowscale HCZ.
- New height bonus for strategic sites
over 2500m2 inappropriate.
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-

-

Current zone is separated into four
policy areas:
 PA1(Hospital/Arts/Residential/S
hopping/Office)
 PA2 (Residential)
 PA3 (Office and Technology)
 PA4 (Education)
PA1 is currently used for retired and
aged accommodation. This policy
area would be more appropriately
included in a “residential type” zone
to better reflect both the existing
policy and existing land use.
Correct zone selection with policy
changes.
New Urban Corridor (Boulevard)
zone “re-introduces” additional
policy which Council raised objection
to when the original zone was
drafted. It is inappropriate that this
policy is again being included.
UCZ(B) should be amended to
address:
 Removal of 45 degree building
envelope and reinstate the 30
degree building envelope as
existing.
 Removal of 30% incentive for
building heights.
 Street appeal, sustainable
design and amalgamation of
sites.
 Desired Character statement to
clarify the intent of the Zone
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ZONE SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Current Zone

Current Policy Intent

P & D Code

Inconsistencies / Comments
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and introduce the concept of
good design principles.
Ground level street activation
and appeal.
Landscaping as a critical and
integral component of all
Developments.
Minimising vehicle access ways
(number and widths).
Impacts to the public realm.
Setback requirements to allow
for reasonable front area
landscaping (deep root zones)
Bringing the bulk of buildings
forward to face the street and
having reduced built form
behind and to zone boundaries.
Building walls on or near
boundaries to provide attractive
and interesting facades to be
more neighbourly friendly for
existing sites that have not
transitioned to the new desired
character.

informed

Community information

State Government’s new

Draft Planning
& Design Code

Have your say to the State Planning Commission
about the new Code before Friday 28 February 2020.

As you may be aware, from reading Council’s
website, Focus newsletter, Messenger column
or social media, the State Government is
introducing a complete overhaul of our State’s
Planning System.
A new statewide Planning and Design Code (the Code)
will replace all councils’ existing planning and development
policy across South Australia. This may have a significant
impact on the look and feel of our suburbs.
The State Planning Commission has released their draft
new Code for public consultation, which closes on Friday
28 February 2020. Everyone in South Australia is being
encouraged to comment on this draft Code. City of
Burnside has identified a number of matters and suggested
changes to the draft Code, in order to more closely match
our current planning policy. Below are some of the
matters which will be included in our submission to the
State Planning Commission. If any of these matters are
of interest to you, we encourage you to ‘have your say’
and write your own submission to the State Government
by email before Friday 28 February. The State Government
requires that all submissions be submitted online, either
via their online Planning Portal, or via email at:
DPTI.PlanningReformSubmissions@sa.gov.au

We have provided information
on Council’s engagement portal,
including a link to the SA
Planning Portal and some
example submission letters at:
engage.burnside.sa.gov.au/
state-planning-reforms

Draft Planning
& Design Code
Matters of Importance
for the City of Burnside
1. All Residential Areas
The draft Code removes our existing
Residential Zone and places our residential
areas within one of three ‘Neighbourhood’
zones: a ‘Suburban Neighbourhood Zone’, a
‘General Neighbourhood Zone’ or a ‘Housing
Diversity Neighbourhood Zone’. The
planning and development policy in these
new Neighbourhood zones differs in a
number of ways to our current conditions.

2. General Neighbourhood
Zone and Housing Diversity
Neighbourhood Zone
Both the General Neighbourhood Zone
and the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood
Zone, allow for greater intensity of
development than is currently possible in
these areas within our council. This will
increase the opportunities for subdivision
and range of development. Council’s
submission to the State Government is
requesting that all residential areas within
the City of Burnside, be included within
the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone,
which will provide greater opportunity to
match some of our existing conditions.

3. Dwelling Density, Siting,
Setbacks and Allotment Sizes
Under the Code, in all our residential areas (including
those within the proposed Suburban Neighbourhood
Zone) the required building setbacks from side and rear
boundaries will noticeably decrease, particularly at
upper levels. This may impact amenity and privacy.
Council is requesting that our existing boundary setbacks
are retained, and that the current minimum allotment
sizes, heights and frontage widths match existing.

4. Non-Residential Land Use
In our council’s residential areas, most non-residential
uses are currently ‘non-complying’. In the new Code,
a range of non-residential uses such as shops, offices,
educational facilities and stand-alone consulting
rooms will be possible within our residential streets.
This change in land use options may adversely impact
traffic, parking, noise, neighbour’s amenity and the
character of our suburbs. Council is requesting that
all land uses which are currently non-complying in
our residential areas should be ‘restricted development’
in the new Code. Alternatively, a new zone should
be created purely for residential land use.

5. Historic Area Overlay

6. Commercial Centres
The Code proposes to include large scale
retail and commercial centres in the same
zone as small local shops, allowing large
scale development and more intensive
land uses in these areas. Council is requesting
that additional zones are required to cater
for the smaller local centres, particularly
in older established areas.

7. Public Notification
of Development
The new Code changes the rules for public
notification. Currently within our residential
areas, if someone proposes to build a new
two storey house, or to replace a single
dwelling with two or more dwellings, or
change existing land use from residential
to non-residential, neighbours would be
notified and given an opportunity to
comment. Under the new Code you will
not be notified or given opportunity to
comment in these instances.

Some properties within our Council are currently within
a Historic Conservation Zone (HCZ), which contains
nine historic areas. The new Code will replace this zone
with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone, over which
will be placed a ‘Historic Area Overlay’, and which will
no longer individually identify ‘Contributory Items’.
In the City of Burnside, Contributory Items are those
buildings within our HCZ, which were constructed
during the era of original subdivision of these historic
areas. Every Contributory Item is of significant historic
value to the story and history of that area, irrespective
of whether it is a grand mansion or a simple bungalow.

8. Impact on Infrastructure
and Essential Services

Currently our Development Plan clearly identifies these
buildings on maps. The Code proposes to remove this
identification, giving rise to uncertainty and confusion
for owners, neighbours and prospective buyers, as to
which buildings are of historic value. Under the Code,
an assessment process will be required to ascertain if
a building is of historic significance to the area. This
may result in ambiguity, subjectivity and argument.

9. Tree Canopy and
Climate Resilience

The potential rate and intensity of new
development which will be facilitated
through the proposed Code policies,
could place existing local infrastructure,
especially roads and stormwater systems,
under stress, particularly in our older
established areas.

The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide
calls for an increase in tree canopy cover,
however, the draft Code works directly
against this by enabling larger developments
and the increased removal of trees on both
private and public land. This is likely to
result in a reduction in tree canopy cover,
habitat and climate resilience, due to the
increased opportunities for infill development,
reduction in minimum site areas, site
coverage, setbacks and an increased
number of street crossovers.

engage.burnside.sa.gov.au/
state-planning-reforms

